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By Daniel Richman ∗
The unity of Bill Stuntz’s character -- his profound integrity -- makes it easy to move
from a celebration of his friendship (which I’ve treasured since we first met back in 1985) to one
of his scholarship, for creativity, wisdom, and humility are strengths not just of Bill himself but
of his work. Even as his broad brush strokes have fundamentally advanced our understanding
of the interplay between substantive criminal law, criminal procedure, and criminal justice
institutions over time, Bill’s work – like Bill himself – welcomes and endures sustained
engagement. 1 Humility is appropriate for me too as I offer some ruminations sparked by his
scholarship. The academic’s plight is to simultaneously worry about being uninteresting and
about being wrong. My hope is to err on the side of error. And my methodology here will be
much the same as it has been in a lot of my other work: I seek to entertain Bill, and perhaps to
bait him into telling me why I’m wrong.
As Bill has noted, “criminal law’s breadth” – the sheer amount of conduct it subjects to
penal sanctions – “has long been the starting point for virtually all the scholarship” in the field. 2
Back in 2001, he powerfully laid out the agency problems at the heart of the “pathologies” that
inappropriately expand the range and depth of American criminal law: “Legislators gain when
they write criminal statutes in ways that benefit prosecutors. Prosecutors gain from statutes that
enable them more easily to induce guilty pleas. Appellate courts lack the doctrinal tools to
combat those tendencies.” 3 Since then, Bill has elaborated his model, distinguishing between
federal and local political dynamics, 4 and explaining how the loss of local democratic control
over the criminal justice system has led to racial inequality in criminal justice outcomes. 5
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Bill has never suggested that these systemic actors make their moves within a closed
universe. Indeed, voters’ willingness to reward just about any legislation that increases the
scope or depth of criminal law lies at the heart of his “pathology,” 6 and he notes how “interest
group pressure only aggravates the tendency toward ever broader liability rules.” 7 His focus,
however, has primarily been on the supply side of overcriminalization – the actors from within
the system whose institutional purposes are served by more criminal law (and perhaps more
criminal enforcement) than is appropriate for a well-functioning society. I suspect Bill’s focus
is quite right: More punitive and broader penal sanctions certainly tend to increase the discretion
of police officers and prosecutors and, under a constitutional regime of largely unfettered
bargaining, can be cashed out for search and seizure authority, cheaper adjudications, agency
prestige, political capital and the like. That these transactions occur in a regime in which
monitoring is particularly difficult makes them even more attractive to enforcement actors, for
whom increased criminalization can thus become an unalloyed good.
Yet one might profitably supplement Bill’s insights into why institutional actors might
oversupply criminal law by exploring the demand side of overcriminalization – why, because
criminal law offers a unique and unnecessarily bundled set of institutional and procedural
characteristics for which there are no non-criminal substitutes, outsiders are liable to demand
more criminal law than they need or would even want, were effective and durable alternatives
available. While for actors within the system, the opacity of criminal law cloaks the
self-dealing of agencies, so for outsiders, the shadow of criminal law offers some alluring shade
for the advancement of agendas that are only contingently related to criminal law.
To be sure, criminal law comes with some expensive appurtenances – also known as
“fundamental constitutional rights” – that tend to limit demand. As Carol Steiker has so
insightfully explained, by raising “the cost to government of using the criminal process,” the
“revolution in criminal procedure” spearheaded by the Warren Court gave state and federal
legislators good reason to devise civil avenues for attacking “what might be more plausibly
classified as criminal conduct.” 8 The chance to avoid adjudicative costs attributed to such
criminal procedure rights as that to trial by jury and proof beyond a reasonable doubt will give a
legislator or state official good reason to characterize a sanction or restraint as merely
“regulatory” where all things are equal. Yet all things are rarely equal, particularly when
institutional context is considered. My goal here is to explore the powerful countervailing
forces that often make the criminal route more alluring. (In a semi-perfect world, these
countervailing forces would balance each other out. We don’t live in that world.)
In addition to honoring Bill by adding a few brush strokes to his wonderful picture, I
want to suggest that the solution to overcriminalization lies outside the criminal law as well as
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within it. The focus here will be to sketch out what moves in that direction would look like. 9
Insightful and provocative work by David Garland, John Simon, Jim Whitman and others 10 has
quite properly focused on the cultural roots of our recourse to criminalization – and highly
punitive criminalization at that. Like Bill, however, I think institutional dynamics have far
more explanatory power than is often appreciated.
Why Criminalization Will be Sought by Those Who Might Prefer Something Else
Had we an accepted metric for figuring out when conduct can properly be subjected to
criminal sanctions and to what degree, guarding against overcriminalization would be a lot easier.
But we lack one. Markus Dubber has plausibly suggested that the fault lies (at least in part) in
the Anglo-American conflation of law and police power. 11 Picking up on this point, Niki
Lacey has noted the contrast with our more discerning cousins on the Continent, who worked
hard to keep criminal law preoccupied with wrong-doing and culpability and relied on regulation
to advance other state goals. 12 We made no effort in that regard and quietly allowed the police
power to be “absorbed” within “law.” 13 The result is intellectual chaos. As Douglas Husak
recently noted, “The absence of a viable account of criminalization constitutes the single most
glaring failure of penal theory as it has developed on both sides of the Atlantic.” 14
The scant attention Anglo-American legal development gave to drawing clear
distinctions between the province of criminal law and that of civil regulation was partly a
function of our general preference for procedural justice over a priori principles of substantive
law. As Bill has often noted, our Constitution has a lot to say about how criminal law should
be enforced but little about what criminal law should be. And our substantive criminal law
developed first through the case-by-case pronouncements of common law judges and then by the
varied articulations of incensed legislators. Sure, the Model Penal Code offered theoretical
rigor to receptive jurisdictions (a category that certainly does include the federal system). 15 But
our academics, I’m told, just don’t get enough respect – compared to, say, those in Germany,
France, and Italy.
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Our tolerance for theoretically unrestricted criminal law is also a function of our
historically weak states and the paucity of our institutional structures, i.e. the lack of regulatory
actors other than cops, prosecutors and judges. From the Founding – and long before in
Britain 16 – criminal justice institutions (however part-time) offered the promise of local control
(through juries, venue rules, and decentralized enforcers) and the capacity for accepting new
responsibilities on a discretionary basis. 17 These characteristics made them the perfect recourse
for those who believed in minimal government but periodically desired a law for “just this one
bad thing” with an off-the-rack enforcement regime. Darryl Brown recounts: “The early
decades of the American republic continued earlier English and colonial practices of employing
criminal law routinely as a means of local regulation.” 18 To be sure, the New Deal and the
growth of the administrative state brought a proliferation of public welfare offenses within the
federal system. But the proliferation had deep roots, and a canny observer, like Francis Sayres,
could look back and worry about the upcoming the flood as early as 1933. 19 Like those magic
bags that seem to hold everything the magician puts in them without getting bigger, criminal
justice institutions could assume any number of new assignments without necessarily acting on
them. Such is the value of decentralized and highly discretionary authority. Over time,
criminal law in the United States became what criminal justice actors did, nothing more.
In theory, we thus have an inexhaustible supply of criminal law in the United States. As
a constitutional matter, as well, thanks to the Framer’s preoccupation with criminal procedure.
Although Bill has given us a provocative glimpse of “a kind of criminal substantive due process”
that would ensure that “the conduct criminalized was serious enough to justify some criminal
punishment,” 20 this is not a doctrinal dog likely to bark in the foreseeable future (although every
so often, it gets up and walks around). 21 Sorry, Bill – I’m happy to be wrong on this. As a
result, the federal government and the States are thus substantially free to impose the same
stigma and sanctions on the violator of any social policy that they impose on the robber, rapist,
or murderer (with the exception of capital punishment). And they can use the same cops,
prosecutors, and courts to do so.
This singularity of criminal enforcement institutions is something we take for granted,
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but shouldn’t. Our readiness to extend criminal law beyond “core” harm-based concerns 22 did
not necessarily (at least as an a priori matter) have to be accompanied by the assignment of these
extended criminal functions to the same general jurisdiction enforcement agencies that handle
regular crimes. One could imagine a system of subject-specific investigators bringing cases to
“special” prosecutors housed in stand-alone agencies with limited missions – something like the
litigating divisions in the Justice Department but far more self-contained. In such a world,
specialized enforcement agencies could be equipped with specialized investigative and
enforcement tools keyed to their particular subject matter, and prosecutors could even bring
cases in special courts. We have largely rejected or ignored that model, however. Within the
federal system, most prosecutions are brought by generalist U.S. Attorneys. Even the Justice
Department's litigating divisions (like the Antitrust, Civil Rights and Tax divisions) are housed
within an agency that has general federal criminal jurisdiction. Similarly, in the States, the vast
majority of prosecutors are in general jurisdiction district attorneys offices and bring cases
before general jurisdiction criminal judges. 23 Sure, prosecutors within the larger offices
sometimes specialize, sometimes in units that proclaim their dedication to particular kinds of
cases. And at the local level, some jurisdictions have experimented with specialty drug, gun
and domestic violence courts. 24 Yet it is a fundamentally generalist system. And, everywhere,
trials (to the extent they occur) will be before the ultimate general jurisdiction players: lay
jurors whose response to the evidence (and readiness to convict) will be substantially driven by
their views of the “seriousness” of the offense (or offender). 25
The unreflective readiness of legislators to give these generalists new tasks has been a
hallmark of American history since at least the Civil War. Efforts to target vice in ever so
many of its forms have played a remarkably large role in the growth of the criminal docket. As
Bill notes in his masterful upcoming book: “Between the late 1870s and 1933, American’s
criminal justice system fought a series of cultural battles in which criminal law – especially
federal criminal law – was a key weapon: against polygamy, against state lotteries.., against
prostitution, against opium-based drugs and, last, but definitely not least, against alcoholic
drink.” 26 Yet one also sees an easy creep from more mundane regulation to criminalization in
United States v. Grimaud, 27 the watershed case that upheld the constitutionality of administrative
crimes and paved the way for the proliferation of such provisions in the New Deal. 28 It arose
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out of the 1908 federal criminal prosecution of a California shepherd for violating the Interior
Department’s national forest grazing regulations. The 1897 Act authorizing the Interior
Department to promulgate regulations to protect the lands under its stewardship had left it free to
use either civil or criminal sanctions. 29 Thereafter, when the newly created Forest Service – led
by the able Gifford Pinchot, who carefully nurtured his ties to the Attorney General 30 – assumed
Interior’s responsibilities and found civil injunctions inadequate, it simply prevailed on the
Justice Department to replead the regulatory violations in grand jury indictments. 31
The point is not that these diverse legislative and executive forays violate an authoritative
normative vision of what should be criminal or what criminal cases ought to be pursued.
We’ve never had anything resembling such a vision. Rather, our “strategy” has been to make
broad legislative claims and to leave such matters to be worked out within executive
enforcement institutions. And then – here’s the twist – we shield enforcement decisions with
broad norms of prosecutorial discretion and restrictions on informational monitoring, and we let
enforcers tuck their expanded responsibilities into over-stuffed portfolios that generally include
the worst and most obvious sorts of criminal conduct.
Consider how historically contingent institutional design affects the prosecution of
offenses outside core criminality: A fraud or “public welfare” offense will usually be pursued
with resources (and by prosecutors) that could just as easily be used against rapes, robberies, and
murders, and by prosecutors and enforcement personnel who may have just gone after such
obviously “real” crimes. 32 And the reputational capital that an agency develops going after
“real” crimes gets deployed – consciously or not – across all the criminal cases it brings. 33 No
prosecutor would be so stupid as to explicitly analogize a securities fraud or environmental crime
to murder, rape or terrorism at a press conference, arraignment, or trial. Nor will anyone
confuse Martha Stewart with Matty “the Horse” Ianniello of the Genovese Family. But the
announcement that an indictment has been issued in a securities fraud case is made from the
same podium as an announcement that a mob boss has been convicted
The expressive effects of legislative criminalization pale besides those of prosecutorial
action for a number of reasons. For one thing, because criminal laws aren’t self-executing, and
we lack the German “principle of legality” that compels prosecution, a penal provision may
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never have a life beyond the penal code. Therefore, it is often only after a prosecutor takes
action that a statute – particularly one drafted some years earlier – enters the public
consciousness. Moreover, when a prosecutor invokes a provision, she will always do so in the
context of facts that she can select for their moral appeal. 34 This both enables the prosecutor to
shape the contours of the doctrine and ensures maximum pressure behind the expansion of the
criminal law. Still, much of the power of the speech comes from the identity of the speaker:
Although generalist prosecutors may lack the specialized knowledge of their regulatory brethren
across the civil-criminal divide, they are far better placed to make trans-substantive claims of
moral blameworthiness. 35 And since prosecutors have more “skin” in the game, because of the
opportunity costs of their cases, their claims of “criminality” have far more power to transform
social norms than the assertions of a legislature that has an infinite supply of such epithets. 36
As Bill has pointed out, prosecutors may have reasons for deploying the “criminal” label
that have little do with culpability or social harm and much to do with building institutional or
political capital. Moreover, their implicit claim that “crimes are crimes” can end up being a
bridge too far. Early in the New Deal, the A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corporation in Brooklyn
emerged as a serious threat to the National Recovery Administration’s program for the
notoriously corrupt kosher poultry business. Government inspectors found serial violations of
the Live Poultry Code’s wage and hour provisions, sales of unfit and uninspected poultry, and
they were themselves threatened with violence as they pursued these problems. 37 The Justice
Department obtained an indictment against the four Schechter brothers and their firm on sixty
criminal counts, gained a conviction on nineteen counts, and an affirmance on appeal. 38 When
the case reached the Supreme Court, Justice McReynolds got defense counsel to explain the
poultry’s code’s “straight killing” requirement – the seller was supposed to put his hand in the
coop and take the first chicken he touched – then commented “'And it was for that your client
34
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was convicted?’”
history. 40

Counsel replied: “'Yes, and fined and given a jail sentence.’” 39

The rest is

Still, the idea that a prosecutor’s office – not the courtroom – is the place where
discussions what is “really” criminal runs deep. Particularly in the rarified world of white
collar enforcement that Kenneth Mann and Jerry Lynch have captured so insightfully, 41 the
standard defense pitch starts by explaining how the alleged conduct, though “technically”
covered by a criminal provision does not rise to the level of a “real” crime.
Indeed, this tack is
pursued to a fault. 42
The thickness of the prosecutorial portfolio, the privileged status of certain of its
component parts, and the opacity of the criminal enforcement regime have consequences that go
far beyond expressive effects and that can be quite material. Consider the effects on
investigative or prosecutorial tactics. A standard story starts when some technique or tactic is
permitted for an especially egregious offense – terrorism or child pornography, for instance.
Over time, the argument “isn’t [some other] offense just as bad” gains power, particularly when
accompanied by the assumption that enforcers will pick out only the really “bad” instances of the
new offense. Prosecutors or agents/police who move from one unit to another will tout the
virtues of the new tool, but word will get out even without personnel shifts because of the
common hierarchy and culture. And before long, the extraordinary tactic becomes just another
criminal enforcement tool. Outside the federal system, the vehicular stops that the police make
for felonies soon get made for misdemeanors. 43 Within the federal system, PATRIOT ACT
subpoenas get used in cases having nothing to do with terrorism 44 and insider trading cases get
investigated with the sort of electronic surveillance previously reserved for mobsters and drug
traffickers. 45 While none of these tactics is necessarily inappropriate on the facts, the pooling
39
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of criminal cases without concern for proportionality can be disconcerting. This is doubly true
when the criminal law has expanded beyond into realms traditionally enforced by civil law.
Showing a causal link is difficult, especially when one tries to connect constitutional
development to political change and bureaucratic choice. Yet I wonder whether the creep of
enforcement tactics from one offense to another not just mirrors, but is actually promoted by, the
“transsubstantive” state of criminal procedure doctrine that Bill has rightfully highlighted. 46
That courts draw no “distinctions among crimes . . . when it comes to regulating criminal
investigations,” 47 surely affects the calculus of enforcers deciding whether to import a tactic
from one area to another.
The ability of agencies that pursue “real” crime to attract and maintain funding and
resource commitments also has repercussions outside the core. Public safety is not exactly a
non-negotiable part of governmental budgets. Indeed, it has been interesting to watch state and
local governments cut back on their criminal justice expenditures in the wake of the recent
economic downturn. 48 But support for general criminal enforcement agencies – local police
and prosecutors; the FBI and federal prosecutors – certainty has a durable strength that agencies
lacking their core crime portfolio can only envy. And the relative opacity of those agencies, the
high fixed cost of the informational networks (i.e. the local police patrol beat; the federal
relationships with local enforcers), and the apparently low marginal cost of extending beyond the
core crime mission makes these agencies alluring sites for policy entrepreneurs seeking public
commitments in those extended areas.
What we’ve thus done is made criminal enforcement the envy of anyone with a policy
agenda, even a policy agenda that, all things being equal, they would have preferred to pursue
with non-criminal means. And the intervention of agencies that, via legislative and theoretical
abdication, we have placed in charge of sorting for “real” criminality will often be sought less
for features intrinsic to criminalization than for those that have been bundled into criminal
enforcement only contingently.
The problem occurs at all levels of government and is not new. Decades ago, Sandy
Kadish bemoaned how the criminal process had become “overburdened” by the imposition on
prosecutors and police of the duty to provide various “social services to needy segments of the
community.” 49 Although the obligation to pursue non-support complaints, he offered as an
example, “is performed by police and prosecutors with some success, it is done reluctantly and
usually less effectively than by a civil agency especially designed to handle the service. In
addition, it is performed at a sacrifice to those primary functions of protecting the public against
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dangerous and threatening conduct which only the criminal law can perform.” 50 Yet as Kadish
surely knew, any such civil agency would face vagaries of public funding and political support
that criminal justice agencies would never face. Perhaps the relative sanctity of criminal justice
expenditures (at least until the current recession) is endemic to California. Kay Levine recently
noted in a piece exploring how California prosecutors have been using statutory rape charges as
leverage for child support payments: “In an age where funding for social services is constantly
on the decline and law and order programs seem to be the only measures garnering bipartisan
support, criminal justice agencies may be the only institutions with the financial resources to
take on seemingly intractable social problems.” 51 Yet Jonathan Simon (writing from California)
has plausibly suggested the phenomenon is national, reporting that “prosecutors operating
mainly at the local level have found themselves pulled to act in a wider sphere of governance
that was largely abandoned by the retreat of welfarism.” 52
Not only will funding be stickier when a policy is pitched as a criminal enforcement
project but it will come with institutional and fiscal multipliers because of the priority that other
organizations, public and private, give to cooperation with crime-fighting institutions.
Consider Nancy Wolf’s account of mental health courts: “By invoking the court’s power and
legitimacy [and presumably that of the prosecutors bringing the cases], mental health courts may
more effectively jump queues or circumvent access barriers and, as such, be more successful in
getting mentally ill offenders into treatment.” 53
We see the same phenomenon on the federal side, particularly in the white collar area.
Not only do prosecutors and agents get their phone calls returned a whole lot quicker than
regulators but they are also less exposed to shifting political winds on the virtues of regulation.
Even as the Bush Administration’s ambivalence about financial regulation led to diminished
numbers and perhaps diminished zeal among front-line investigators at the Securities and
Exchange Commission, 54 federal prosecutors were racking up convictions in financial fraud
prosecutions. 55 And any reduction in resources committed to white collar prosecutions during
this period can more fairly be attributed to counterterrorism and other criminal priorities. 56 In
short, anyone wanting more zealous public enforcement in the capital markets during the Bush
50
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years (the lack of which we are now coming to regret) would have reached for criminal sanctions
far more than any rational sanction model would dictate. 57
Note that criminal justice institutions themselves have played a passive role in my
account so far, which has instead focused on the unique allure of those institutions to external
players. This isn’t the way things work, of course. Prosecutors themselves can misuse, even
abuse, their privileged portfolios. There may be short-term political gains – to the prosecutor
personally or to her office – from putting all sorts of temporary “public enemies” on the same
moral plane as “other” criminals. More generally, interesting and probably true stories can be
told of legislators passing symbolic penal statutes and of criminal enforcers self-dealing,
protecting turf, and trying to increase their bureaucratic authority and budgets by overusing the
“criminal” label. 58 But explorations of such agency problems ought not be at the expense of
inquiries of institutional demand pathologies of the sort sketched out here.
Indeed, there are yet more demand pathologies, for the possibility of extending the
criminal justice mission into what otherwise might be regulated areas is attractive not simply to
proponents of enhanced regulatory activity but also to foes of any government intervention.
Take public corruption. The mantra of opponents to campaign finance or lobbying reform –
whether in Washington, D.C. or a state capital – is that the bad behavior that reform proposals
would target through prophylactic regimes can simply be prosecuted, should actual instances
occur. 59 They drive the point home by regularly passing overlapping criminal statutes that
explicitly target the bad behavior. So too with gun regulation, where the need for state and
federal prosecutions of gun-toting felons has been a key plank of anti-firearms regulation
forces. 60 Note how the best-case scenarios for a regulatory regime can thus be picked off and
assigned to the criminal process.
Criminalization – not just symbolic legislation but actual prosecutions – thus can become
a sweet spot for both those favoring maximal government action and those favoring minimal.
Rather than offering an extreme option in a graduated spectrum of sanctions and regulatory
57
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choices, criminal prosecution ends up as the natural point of first resort for all too many players
of this perverse political game. And the odds that actual enforcement patterns – the
institutional choices that we rely on in lieu of serious thinking about the criminal/civil divide –
will reflect a serious engagement with overcriminalization concerns become slim indeed.
The demand side pathology has a curious side effect with respect to legislative control
and political accountability. Those who measure legislative control of criminal enforcement by
looking only at the specificity of penal statutes miss the rich array of mechanisms that legislators
regularly deploy to influence enforcement decision making: funding, oversight hearings,
institutional design, and, particularly in the federal system, involvement in personnel selection. 61
Still, they have a point, at least relatively speaking: Broad norms of prosecutorial discretion
and independence make criminal enforcement actors harder to monitor than other governmental
actors. Yet it is precisely this shade that legislators and others find so alluring when they can’t
or don’t want to draw the line between what is criminal and what isn’t.
One can argue that criminal prosecutions are simply the gold standard for state action in
the United States, and that the centrality (and severity) of penal sanctions are just features of the
larger “culture of control” that David Garland has so insightfully explored. 62 Yet, as Garland
himself has noted, we should attend to the structural and political sources that contribute to our
distinct culture, 63 and the (tentative) suggestion here is that the historically contingent
institutional arrangements highlighted above are more a cause than an effect of that culture
(though they are probably both). At the very least, we should recognize how our distinct
institutional mechanisms reinforce the social dynamics that social theorists have sketched out.
Relieving Pressure on the Demand Side
Just as consideration of the institutional demand side of criminalization makes the
pathologies of criminal law seem even worse than Bill has portrayed, so too might it offer new
avenues for relief. Bill has suggested that the overcriminalization problem could be solved
either by deregulating criminal procedure or by constitutionalizing the borders of criminal law. 64
Perhaps there is another avenue, more true to our process-orientation: reducing the allure of
criminal law by providing institutional alternatives.
Criminal enforcers (tautologically) have a monopoly over the state’s harshest coercive
sanctions. Against whom should this sanction be deployed? That question – extended to
include all instrumental uses of criminal sanctions, including information gathering – ought to be
at the heart of any discussion about what conduct should be criminalized and to what extent. If
we are not going to be systematic in having such a discussion, we might still obtain a regime
reflecting revealed societal preferences by relying on the choices made by accountable
enforcement agencies. (I’m talking theory here.) When criminal sanctions are simply the
61
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second-best preference of those who would prefer a regulatory, social services, or some other
non-criminal regime, but can’t obtain it, overcriminalization – however normatively measured –
is bound to occur. That our harshest sanctions are used only because less harsh alternatives are
unavailable – that certain securities fraud cases are prosecuted because public and private civil
enforcement are underfunded or procedurally obstructed; 65 that drug treatment is more easily
provided to addicts who are prosecuted than to those who simply seek help – makes no sense at
all. We therefore ought to try to reduce this aspect of demand, and to consider how
criminalization can crowd out and displace non-criminal processes and institutions.
One key to such demand reduction lies in recognizing the features we have bundled
together with criminal sanctions that need not be exclusive to that regime. Sometimes
unbundling will be particularly hard because of the relationship that Bill has highlighted between
criminal defense rights and exercises of government power. Because criminal defendants have
speedy trial rights that civil parties lack, criminal cases will be on a fast adjudication track that
regulatory action can’t match. Criminal proceedings will also dominate where potential
informational sources can invoke their Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, since
the threat of prosecution (or the promise of immunity against prosecution) will be a powerful
information-forcing tool. But we could be a lot more open to effective information gathering
mechanisms on the civil side, doing what we can to bridge the huge gap between civil processes
and the search warrants, grand jury subpoenae, and other such tools available only to
prosecutors.
I suspect, for example, that a truly independent ethics commission with adequate
resources and subpoena power would not be able, by itself, to clear up the self-dealing in Albany,
Springfield, or any other state capital in the intense competition for “most corrupt.” 66 Because
most troubling transactions are the ones that participants are least likely to tell the truth about,
even under oath, only the threat or reality of criminal prosecution and imprisonment will likely
shake this information loose. (Bill would probably argue that anti-snitching norms are now
stronger in state capitals than in some Mafia families. But he can be harsh.) Yet subpoena
power and the manpower to analyze compelled disclosures might well make recourse to the
criminal law less necessary. And while those who would starve regulatory agencies will indeed
get less regulation, they will likely end up with more criminal prosecutions as well. The goal
here should be a number of institutional half-way houses, not a desert with criminal sanctions as
the only shelter.
We have similarly given too little attention to the development of efficient public
institutions charged with finding facts and inflicting stigma outside of the criminal justice
process. Because of defamation laws and the prohibitive cost of civil litigation, a person’s
criminal record is often the only source of public information about his past. And the private or
public official who wants a record of someone’s misdeeds maintained in the public domain will
often see criminal prosecution as the only solution. It’s often far easier (and cheaper) to have
someone prosecuted than to terminate them with cause. This is not to say that libel law and
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barriers to litigation don’t have social benefits. The point is simply that these and other
institutional limitations of the civil process funnel close cases to the criminal side.
Even public discourse has become impoverished. Consider how many discussions of
the morality of a public figure’s behavior soon degenerate into arguments about whether the
behavior constitutes a “crime.” Or how often criminal procedure’s foundational “presumption
of innocence” drives debates about a candidate or appointee’s qualifications. 67 And because
recourse to the criminal process leads to the underdevelopment of the very noncriminal norms
that would condemn behavior without declaring it worthy of prosecution, the funnel widens over
time.
Jonathan Simon suggests that the state has deployed the rubric of crime itself as a tool of
governance: “When we govern through crime, we make crime and the forms of knowledge
historically associated with it – criminal law, popular crime narrative, and criminology –
available outside their limited original subject matter domains as powerful tools with which to
interpret and frame all forms of social action as a problem for governance.” 68 Perhaps. Ours
is indeed a culture that has become all too quick to criminalize what we don’t like. But if we
decoupled certain criminal enforcement privileges from the criminal label we might substantially
reduce recourse to the label, and to the sanctions and stigma that attend it.
As Bill has long noted, the degree to which we rely on criminal enforcers to sort out
conduct that is “really” criminal from that which isn’t certainly challenges standard “rule of law”
notions. And judges and legislators ought to take on a lot more of this responsibility. But
while we are waiting for these reluctant actors, we should give more thought to the socio-legal
vacuums that criminal enforcers will rush in or be recruited to fill. Recognizing the degree to
which diverse institutional and political factors push toward overinvestment in the criminal
process might lead us spend our money more wisely.
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